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NYT photographer Bill Cunningham passed away in 2016. Image credit: NYT
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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Richard Mille on the ultimate luxury watch

CNBC's Robert Frank speaks to Richard Mille, Richard Mille Watch Company founder, about the luxury watch brand
that is known as the most expensive on the planet and why he's not worried about the Apple Watch.

Click here to watch the clip on CNBC

Bill Cunningham inspires Apple in-store experiences

Bill Cunningham is still influencing the world in ways even he could never have imagined, per WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

Amid board upheaval, luxury giant Richemont appoints Jin Keyu, daughter of Chinese politician

The Swiss luxury giant Richemont Group, which owns luxury labels including Cartier, Chloe, and Jaeger-LeCoultre,
announced at its  annual meeting on Sept.13 the appointment of economist Jin Keyu to its board of directors, its  first-
ever board member from China, reports Jing Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Jing Daily

Aston Martin CEO calls for some Brexit clarity within six months

Aston Martin Holdings Ltd. wants some clarity on the U.K. government's Brexit negotiations within six months as the
luxury sports-car maker seeks to avoid trade tariffs, says Bloomberg

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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